WELCOME to Dundee Commons Festival, a weeklong celebration and investigation of the commons in
Dundee.
Traditionally a commons – or in Scotland, a commonty
- was a piece of land held in common use. It wasn’t
owned by anyone but it was used by everyone. People
regulated their use of the land and supported one
another to maintain the commons. Today the meaning
of the word has been extended to refer to a wider set of
values and actions in support of social, environmental
and economic wellbeing. The word commons, as a
noun, has been extended to the word commoning, as a
verb: a way of being-in-common and working towards
these common values.
With this in mind, and at a time of immense change
both locally and globally, we ask, what would Dundee
look like, sound like, feel like, taste like, and smell like
if the city were a commons? How would we relate to
one another? What values would sustain us? And what
sort of support structures would we need to create a
common future?
All events are free and everyone is welcome. We
look forward to meeting you at the commons.
Note - events take place at Roseangle Commons unless
stated otherwise. Location and contact details can be
found on the back of the programme.

Join Claire Briegel to make bread for today’s Commons
Lunch and to reflect on the day’s theme.

Join Tina for a walk exploring a circuit that connects
Roseangle Commons, Magdalen Green and the Tay
Estuary.
Where: Commencing from, and returning to, Roseangle
Commons

Find out more about the commons as it relates
to Dundee with Britta Funck-Januschke and Tom
Wallace. An informal discussion with invited guests and
questions from the floor.

The first of two workshops with Kate Clayton exploring
women’s resistance, ageing, and related themes.
(Women only. Booking essential.)
Where: Hannah Maclure Centre, 1-3 Bell Street, DD1 1HP

Local headlines from the Dundee Courier reimagined as
song by Emil Thompson.

Join Andy Wightman for a lunchtime talk exploring
the history and politics of land use in Scotland and its
relevance for today.

Co-design workshop offering participants the
opportunity to engage in the planning of the Waterfront
Development. Facilitated by Jonathan Baxter in
collaboration with Dundee Green Groups and Dundee
City Council. (Places limited. Booking essential.
Commitment to participate in three workshops – Mon,
Wed, and Fri.)
Where: Discovery Point, Education Suite, DD1 4XA

Breadmaking with Claire Briegel - see Monday for more
details.

The second of five easy walks with Tina Scopa - see
Monday for more details.
Follow the exploits of a group of land rights activists
in London as they struggle against corporations,
government, police - and themselves - in their efforts to
create alternative communities outside the framework of
consumer society.

The second of two workshops with Kate Clayton - see
Monday for more details.

Local headlines from the Dundee Courier reimagined as
song by Emil Thompson.
Breadmaking with Claire Briegel - see Monday for more
details.
Join Mike Small for a lunchtime talk and preview of his
book Food, Land, Power examining the pathways to
a food system that is reclaimed, restored and held in
common for a sustainable future.

A workshop exploring Dundee’s food culture. From
community growing and not-for-profit distribution to
a sustainable model of food sovereignty and health.
Facilitated by Dundee Urban Orchard, Dundee Social
Enterprise, Faith in Community, and Common Good
Food. (Booking preferred. Enquiries welcome.)

Using donated and preserved food that would otherwise
go to waste, join the Creative Cooking Society for a
delicious picnic and thought provoking discussion. (Feel
free to bring something nutritious to share.)

The third of five easy walks with Tina Scopa - see
Monday for more details.

Local headlines from the Dundee Courier reimagined as
song by Emil Thompson.

Join Lesley Riddoch for a lunchtime talk exploring
community empowerment, self-government and local
democracy.

Co-design workshop offering participants the
opportunity to engage in the planning of the Waterfront
Development - see Monday for more details.

Breadmaking with Claire Briegel - see Monday for more
details.

The fourth of five easy walks with Tina Scopa - see
Monday for more details.

An introduction to the Dundee Commons Shop and
informal discussion relating to broader social relations
and transactions as ‘staples’ of our common lives and
livelihoods.

Join the Steeple Church book group for an evening of
open and honest discussion, poetry and storytelling
about faith in a time of uncertainty. Based on the
Emmaus Road story in the Bible and with reflections
from invited guests from different faith communities.
(Places limited. Booking essential.)
Where: Empire State Coffee, 36-38 Nethergate, DD1 4ET

Local headlines from the Dundee Courier reimagined as
song by Emil Thompson.

Join Cornelia Sollfrank for a lunchtime talk exploring digital
commons, free software and collaborative platforms.

Join Cornelia Sollfrank for a workshop opening up

her practice-research, Giving What You Don’t Have,
exploring digital commons, self-organised education,
free digital tools, and how they can shape our lives.
Where: Dundee MakerSpace, Unit 5, Vision Building, 20
Greenmarket, DD1 4QB

An evening of performance celebrating
GENERATORprojects’ soon to be opened Collective
Space - with Pernille Spence, Lada Wilson et al.
Where: GENERATORprojects, Mid Wynd Industrial
Estate, DD1 4JG

Breadmaking with Claire Briegel - see Monday for more
details.

The last of five easy walks with Tina Scopa - see
Monday for more details.

Local headlines from the Dundee Courier reimagined as
song by Emil Thompson.

Join Gesa Helms and Leigh French, members of Variant
Editorial Group, for a talk about their recent study on
culture, communication and democracy in Scotland.

An invitation to cultural practitioners, artist-run and
self-organised groups, co-operative and collaborative
practices, to participate in a dialogical workshop with
Gessa Helms and Leigh French to explore experiences
and concerns over discursive practices and organisational
stance in the arts in Scotland, and how these relate to
self-organised and co-operative practices.

Co-design workshop offering participants the
opportunity to engage in the planning of the Waterfront
Development - see Monday for more details.

Join Dundee and Fife-based musicians for an evening
of DIY musical exchange; this project invites musicians
from self-organised networks to take part in an evening
of musical performances, bringing together musicians
and publics from either side of the Tay.

Daytime events take place in the City Square unless
stated otherwise. Evening event at Roseangle Commons.

Dancers from The Space explore cause and effect,
stopping and starting, through contact improvisation.
Where: Starting under the Tay Rd Bridge and stopping
and starting through the Waterfront Development and
into the City Square.

In the spirit of the commons Dundee Girlguides have
shared their City Square booking with the Dundee
Commons Festival. They’ll be celebrating their
Centenary with a flashmob!

The chance to participate in a beginner’s chi kung class
– a system of coordinated body posture and movement,
breathing, and meditation used for health, spirituality,
and martial arts training.

Performance exploring the negotiation of an agreement.
With Roundabout Collective, pictured opposite.

A group improvisation by Tribal Storm based upon
American Tribal and Middle Eastern dance routines.

Join Kate Clayton and participants, to gain voice and
visibility for women with silver, white or grey hair.

A playful performance by Peter McRae exploring the
complex forces at work in negotiating public space and
civic life.

A collaboration across poetry, spoken word and dance.
Part one: Readings by local poets exploring the
commons theme – curated by Beth McDonough.
Part two: Flow! A revolutionary open stage event that
sees dancers in close conversation with spoken word
artists – presented by The Artifact.

Other art, performance and digital commons projects
not listed in the daily programme include:
Common Spaces, Art Angel Photography Club
City as Archive, Owen Daily
Orchard City Print Series, Dundee Urban Orchard
Drawing the Commons, Joanna Foster
common(AR)s, Jeannette Ginslov and Dundee dancers

Join Cathy Bache for an introduction to, and experience
of, walking meditation in The Howff Cemetery.
Where: The Howff, Dundee, DD1 1LN

How do we ‘end’ a festival? What, if any, journey
have we undertaken? Are we changed? Transformed?
Renewed? Exhausted? And how do we mark the
transition from being-in-common to being you and
me? Devised by Jonathan Baxter and Gerry O’Brien
in conversation with Cathy Bache, Alison Philp, Karen
Spy and Donald Spy. For more information and what to
bring, see online resources.
Where: The College of Self-Disruption, 12 Gourlay Yard,
City Quay, DD1 3BR

If the City were an Orchard, Sarah Gittins
One World to Save, One World Centre’s youth global
citizenship programme
Commons Campervan: Intervention + Transmutation,
Karen Spy and Donald Spy
Dundee Fortunes + Home as Commons, Tom Wallace
Encountering the Uncommon: An Outsiders Point of
View, Chiu Yi-Chieh
For more information and location details call into
Roseangle Commons or visit dundeecommonsfestival.
wordpress.com.

Roseangle Commons can be found at Dundee West
Church, Lower Hall, 132 Perth Road, DD1 4JW – enter
via Roseangle Arts Café.
For festival information contact Jonathan Baxter at
jb4change@gmail.com or call 07954123543.
To book a place on the Design in Common Action
workshops contact jb4change@gmail.com. To attend the
We Had Hoped event contact towards.emmaus@gmail.
com. And for more information about the Silvery-Tay
Haired Women workshops and performance contact
kate.clayton3@btinternet.com.
Lunch is available at Roseangle Arts Café or by donation
at the Roseangle Commons Hub from 12.30pm.
The Dundee Commons Festival is an On Site Projects
(OSP) initiative in response to The Art of Living
Dangerously – Fleet Collective’s inaugural learning
programme exploring more sustainable livelihoods for
artists and creative practitioners. OSP’s response was an
autonomous year-long learning programme entitled If the
City were a Commons. Participants on that programme
are the rhizome from which the Dundee Commons
Festival overspills. For additional acknowledgements
see:

